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During the 1960s through the mid 1970s, Henry William Wallace was a
scientist at GE Aerospace in Valley Forge PA, and GE Re-Entry Systems
in Philadelphia. In the early 1970s, Wallace was issued patents (1,2,3)
for some unusual inventions relating to the gravitational field.
Wallace developed an experimental apparatus for generating and
detecting a secondary gravitational field, which he named the
Kinemassic field, and which is now better known as the gravitomagnetic
field.
Wallace's experiments were based on aligning the nuclear spin of
elements and isotopes, which have an odd number of nucleons. These
materials are characterized by a total nuclear spin, which is an odd
integral multiple of one-half, resulting in one nucleon with un-paired
spin. Wallace drew an analogy between the un-paired angular momentum in
these materials, and the un-paired magnetic moments of electrons in
ferromagnetic materials.
Wallace created nuclear spin alignment by rapidly spinning a brass
disk, of which essentially all isotopes have an odd number of nucleons.
Nuclear spin becomes aligned in the spinning disk due to precession of
nuclear angular momentum in inertial space -- a process similar to the
magnetization developed by rapidly spinning a ferrous material (known
as the Barnett effect). The gravitomagnetic field generated by the
spinning disk is tightly coupled (0.01 inch air gap) to a
gravitomagnetic field circuit composed of material having half integral
nuclear spin, and analogous to magnetic core material in transformers
and motors. The gravitomagnetic field is transmitted through the field
circuit and focused by the field material to a small space where it can
be detected.
In his three patents, Wallace describes three different methods used
for detection of the gravitomagnetic field -- change in the motion of a
body on a pivot, detection of a transverse voltage in a semiconductor

crystal, and a change in the specific heat of a crystal material having
spin-aligned nuclei. In a direct analogy with a magnetic circuit, the
relative amount of the detected gravitomagnetic field always varied
directly with the size of the air-gap between the generator disk and
the field circuit.
Wallace's patents are written in great detail, and he appears to be
meticulous in his experimental design and practice. In my opinion, it
is nearly certain that his experiments performed as claimed.
Nonetheless, there has been no scientific acknowledgment whatsoever of
Wallace's discoveries. An in-depth search of the literature has
uncovered only two references to Wallace’s work (4, 5), and each of
these references merely creates further mystery.
The necessary existence of a magnetic-like gravitational field has been
well established by physicists specializing in general relativity,
gravitational theories, and cosmology. But, the existence of this field
is not well known in other of arenas of physical science. The
gravitomagnetic field was first hypothesized by Heaviside in the
1880's. The field is predicted by general relativity, and was first
formulated in a relativistic context in 1918 by Lense and Thirring (6).
In 1961, Forward (7) was the first to express the gravitational field
equations in a vector form directly analogous and nearly identical to
Maxwell’s equations for electromagnetics.
During the last 20 years many other scientists, (8 to 17), have
published articles demonstrating the necessary existence of the
gravitomagnetic field, using arguments based on general relativity,
special relativity, and the cause and effect relationship which results
from non-instantaneous propagation of energy (retardation). Nearly all
of these authors present the gravitational field equations in a vector
form similar to Maxwell’s equations. Some authors comment that these
equations provide fundamental insights into gravitation, and it is
unfortunate that they are not at all well known. Despite their relative
simplicity and possible practical value, Maxwell’s equations for
gravitation do not appear in any under- graduate physics textbook.
Just as in Maxwell’s equations for electromagnetics, it is found that
in the presence of a time varying gravitomagnetic flux there will
always exist concurrently a time varying gravitoelectric field. The
secondary generated gravitoelectric field is a dipole field, and unlike
the background gravitoelectric field due to mass charges, the generated
gravitoelectric field always exists in closed loops. Henry Wallace
recognized this and described it in his inventions.
Wallace also describes another effect, which may result from generation
of a secondary gravitoelectric field. Wallace believed that a secondary
gravitoelectric field can result in exclusion of an existing primary
background field. In other words, a gravitational shield can be
created. The bulk of Wallace's patents describe his experimental
apparatus, and his detection of the gravitomagnetic field. The effects
detected are minuscule, and as such, may not be of immediate practical
value. In reading his patents it is possible to become immersed in the
detail of his experimental apparatus, and to neglect the possible
significance of the alternative embodiment of his invention (figures 7,
7A, and 7B of his first patent). The alternative embodiment uses a time
varying gravitomagnetic flux to create a secondary gravitoelectric

field in an enclosed shell of material in order to shield the
background gravitoelectric field of the earth.
Unfortunately, Wallace does not state whether this embodiment was ever
actually produced, and unlike the detailed discussion of his
experimental apparatus, he provides no experimental findings or data to
back his claim. Nor does he provide much in the way of theoretical
arguments about how a secondary gravitoelectric field can act to
exclude a primary field, except to state: "It is well known that nature
opposes heterogeneous field flux densities."
Is it well known that nature opposes heterogeneous flux densities?
Well, not to me, and I can not find anything in the way of scientific
literature to directly support this idea. But it does seem to make
sense. It could be argued thusly. In a well-ordered manifold all
derivatives of the fields, time-like and space-like, must be
continuous. If you force a field to exist in a region of space, the
existing background field is somehow required to form a pattern around
or smoothly merge with the created field. Nature does not permit flux
lines to act with cross-purposes and to exist with widely different
directions in the same region of space. Flux lines can never cross.
Wallace seems to have gotten his experiments right -- maybe he is also
right in his claim of inventing a gravitational shield?
In a ground breaking paper in 1966, Dewitt (18) was first to identify
the significance of gravitational effects in a superconductor. Dewitt
demonstrated that a magnetic-type gravitational field must result in
the presence of fluxoid quantization. In 1983, Dewitt's work was
substantially expanded by Ross (19).
Beginning in 1991, Ning Li, at the University of Alabama Huntsville,
and Douglas Torr, formerly at Huntsville and now at the University of
South Carolina, have published a number of articles about gravitational
effects in superconductors (20, 21, 22). One interesting finding they
have derived is the source of gravitomagnetic flux in a type II
superconductor material. Guess what? It is due to spin alignment of the
lattice ions.
Quoting from Li and Torr's second paper: "The interaction energy of the
internal magnetic field with the magnetic moment of the lattice ions
drives the lattice ions and superconducting condensate wave function to
move together vortically within the range of the coherent length and
results in an induced precession of the angular momentum of the lattice
ions." And quoting from their third paper:
"Recently we demonstrated theoretically that the carriers of quantized
angular momentum are not the Cooper pairs but the lattice ions, which
must execute coherent localized motion consistent with the phenomenon
of superconductivity." And, "It is shown that the coherent alignment of
lattice ion spins will generate a detectable gravitomagnetic field, and
in the presence of a time-dependent applied magnetic vector potential
field, a detectable gravitoelectric field."
Li and Torr also demonstrate that the gravitomagnetic field in a superconductor has a relatively large magnitude compared with the magnetic
field -- a factor of 10E11 times larger. The gravitational wave
velocity in a superconductor is estimated as a factor of two magnitudes
smaller than the velocity in free space. And the resulting estimate of

relative gravitomagnetic permeability is four magnitudes (10 thousand
times) greater than the permeability of free space. In their third
paper, Torr and Li, demonstrate that it is possible to generate a time
varying gravitomagnetic field in a superconductor, which must exist
concurrently with a time varying gravitoelectric field.
In 1995, Becker et al (23), show mathematically that a significant size
Gravitomagnetic field must always exist along with a magnetic field
whenever there is flux pinning or other forms of flux trapping in a
type II superconductor. They propose a macroscopic experiment to detect
the gravitomagnetic field. Becker et al, choose not to speculate about
the source of the gravitomagnetic field, except to provide a brief
comment that it may result from spin of the lattice ions. One might
ask, what is a pinning center if not a microscopic hole which carries
trapped flux, and what must be source of the gravitomagnetic dipole
moment if not the angular momentum of the lattice ions at the pinning
center?
In 1992, an experiment at Tampere University was reported by Podkletnov
(24, 25). A torroidal shaped type II superconductor disk was suspended
via the Meissner effect by a constant vertical magnetic field, and was
rapidly rotated by a time varying horizontal magnetic field. Masses
located in a cylindrical spatial geometry above the rotating disk were
found to lose up to 2% of their weight. A gravitational shielding
effect is claimed.
Conclusion.
Is a time varying gravitomagnetic field generated in the Tampere disk
due to the horizontal time varying magnetic field used to rotate the
disk, and does this result in a time varying gravitoelectric field in
the disk, and possibly also in the space surrounding the disk, and
could this result in exclusion of the earth's primary background
gravitoelectric field as claimed by Henry Wallace?
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Appendix - MKS Units for the Gravitomagnetic Field.
Gravitoelectric Charge = Kg
(in purely electrical units, Kg = (Weber/Meter)(Coul/Meter)(Sec)
Gravitoelectric Field = Meter/Sec-Squared
Gravitoelectric Flux Density = Kg/Meter-Squared
Mass Current = Kg/Sec = (Weber/Meter)(Coul/Meter)

Gravitomagnetic Dipole Moment = (Kg)(Meter-Squared)/Sec
= Angular Momentum
= (Coulomb)(Weber)
Gravitoelectric Dipole Moment = (Kg)(Meter) (You would need the
equivalent of negative mass to make one of these)
Gravitomagnetic Charge = (Velocity)(Meter) = Square-Meter/Sec
Gravitomagnetic Field = (Mass Current)/Meter
= Kg/Sec-Meter
= ((Kg-Meter^2)/Sec))/Meter^3
= Spin Density
= (Angular Momentum)/Cubic-Meter
= (Coulomb)(Weber)/Meter^3
[A spin-wave is a gravtiomagnetic wave.]
Gravitomagnetic Flux Density = (Gravitomagnetic Charge)/Meter^2
= Velocity/Meter
= 1/Sec = Angular Velocity
Gravitoelectric Scalar Potential = Joule/Kg
= (Acceleration)(Meter)
= (Gravitoelectric Field)(Meter)
= Velocity-Squared
= Meter-Squared/Second-Squared
Gravitomagnetic Vector Potential = (Gravitomagnetic Charge)/Meter
= Velocity = Meter/Sec
Gravitoelectric Permitivity = Gravitoelectric Flux per Gravitoelectric
Field
= (Kg)(Second-Squared)/(Cubic Meter)
= 1/4(Pi)(G) = 1.1927E09 Kg-Sec^2/Meter^3
Gravitomagnetic Permeability = Gravitomagnetic Flux per Gravitomagnetic
Field
= Meter/Kg
Assuming Gravitational Waves Propagate at the Velocity of Light -= 1/(c-squared)(epsilon0)
= 9.316E-27 Meter/Kg

